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REVIEW OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS AND DECISIONS
ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AT ITS TENTH SPECIAL SESSION

Letter dated 21 December 1987 from the Permanent Representatives
of the United States of America and of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics to the United Nations addressed to the

Secretary-General

We have the honour to transmit to you the teKt of the joint statement of
10 December 1987 issued at Washington, D.C., on the meetings held there from 7 to
10 December between the President of the United States of America, Ronald Reagan,
and the General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, Mikhail Sergeyevich Gorbachev (see annex).

We request you to circulate this text as an official document of the
forty-third session of the General Assembly under the item entitled "Review of the
implementation of the recommendations and decisions adopted by the General Assembly
at its tenth special session".

(Signed) Vernon A. WALTERS
Permanent Representative
of the United States of

America to the United Nations

87-34284 2530q (E)

/[/11.

(Signed) Aleksandr M. BELONQGOV
Permanent Representative

of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics to the United Nations
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ANNEX

Joint statement issued at Washington, D.e., on 10 December 19H7
on the meetings held there from 7 to 10 Decemher 1987 between
the President of the Unitpd States of America and the General
Secretary of the Central Committee 0f the Communist Party of

the soviet Union

Ronald W. Reagan, President of the Ullited States of America, and
Mikhail S. Gorbachev, General Secretary of the Central Committee of the CommuniHt
Party of the Soviet Union, met in Washington, D.C., on 7 to 10 December. 1987.

Attendinq the meeting on the United States side wer~ Vice Prasident
George )ush, Secretary of State George P. Shult?; Secretary of Oefense
Frank C. Carlucci, Chief of Staff Uoward H. Baker, Jr., t\ssistant to the PreAident
Lieutenant General Colin I•• Powell, Counselor of the Department of State Ambass.:ldor
Max M. I<ampelman, Ambassador-at-Large and Special Advisor to the President and
Secretary of State on Arms Control Matters Paul H. Nitze, Special AdviRor to the
President and Secretary of State on Arms Control Mattet:s AmbasRador Edward 'I'. Howny
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral William J. Crowe, Jr., Ambassador of
the United states to the Union of Sovipt Socialist Repuhlics (USSR) Jack F. Matlock,
and Assistant Secretary of State for Ruropean and Canadi~n Affairs
Rozanne L. Ridgway.

Attending on the Soviet ~ide were members of the Politburo of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), Minister for l"orei'1n
Affairs of the USSR Eduard A. Shevardnad~e, Memb~r of the Politburo of the CPRU
Central Committee, Secretary of the CPRU Central Committee Alexander N. YakovlevJ
Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee Anatoly F. Oohrynin, Deputy Chairman of the
USSR Council of Ministers Vladimi~ M. I<amentsev, Chief of the General StafE of the
USSR Armed Forces and First Deput' .. Minister of DefaMe of the USSR, Mcush'll of the
Soviet Union Sergei F. Akhromeev, Assistant to the General Secretary ()f the CPSU
Central Committee Anatoly S. ChernyaevI Head of the General Department of thp CPSU
Central Committee Valeriy 1. Boldin, Deputy Minister for [o'oreign Affairs nf thr:.
USSR Aleksandr A. Bessmertnykh, Ambassador C'f the U8SH to the Uni ted States of
America Yuri V. Dubinin, Member of the CollF-~qillm of the USSR Ministry of £<'orc iqn
Affairs Victor P. Karpovl and Ambassador-at-Large A10ksey A. Ohukhov.

During the course of the official visit, which had heen ngroed dur.ing the two
leaders' November 1985 meeting at Geneva, the Pro!~id(mt nnd the General ::;ccrf.·t,uy
held comprehensive and detailed discussions on the full range of iA~U~~ hAtwern th0
two countries, inclUding arms reductions, human rightH and humanitarian iSHucn,
settlement of regional conflicts, and bilaterul u!lationR. 'l'he ti'l.1.ks wpre candid
and constructive, reflecting both the continuinq differ8neer, bf)tweon the two p,lrh.w,
and their understanding that tho::;e differencer-j arl) "ot imwrmollntilbl,:! ollfitilclp.F; tn
pr.ogress in areas of mutual. interest. 'l'hey re,Jffirmeo tr dr stronrJ commi.tment to i1

vigorous dialogue enco~.~j·'i~","linq the whole of the rp.latinnsh lp.
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The leaders revieweu progress to date in fulfilling the broad agenda that they
agreed on at Geneva and advanced at Reykjavik. They took particular latisfaction
in the conclu!lion over the laat two years of important agreement. in lome area& of
that agenda.

The Prenident and the General Secretary affirmed the fundamental importance of
their meetinqs at Geneva and Reykjavik, which laid the balil for ooncrete Iteps in
a process intended to improve strategic stability and reduo. the risk of conflict.
They will continue to be guided by their solemn conviction that a nuclear war
cannot be won and must never be fought. They are determin8d to prevent any war
between the United States and the Soviet Union, Whether nuclear or conventional.
They will not seek to achieve military superiority.

The two leaders recognized the special responsibility of the United States and
the Soviet Union to search for realistic ways to preVef\t confrontation and to
promoto a more sustainable and stable relationship between their countri... To
this end, they agreed to intensify dialogue and to encourage emerging trends
towards constructive co-operation in all areaB of their relations. They are
convinced that in so doinq they will also contribute, with other nations, to the
buildin~ of a safer world as humanily enters the third millennium.

I. ARMS CON'fROL

The INF Treaty

The two leaJ o rs signed the Treaty between the United States of ~merica and the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the Elimination of Their Intermediate-Range
and Shorter-Range Missile~. This Treaty is historic both for its objective - the
complete elimination of an entire class of United States and Soviet nuclear arms 
and for thp. innovative character and scope of its verification provisions. This
mutual accomplishment makes a vital contribution to greater stability.

Nuclear and spac~ talkR

The President and the General Secretary discussed the negotiations on
reductions in strategic offensive arms. They noted the considerable progress that
has been made towardn conclusion of a treaty implementing the principle of
50 per cent reduc~ions. 'rhey agreed to i~struct their negotiators in Geneva to
work towarus the completion of t~e Treaty on the Reduction and Limitation of
Strategic Offp.nsive Arms and all inteqral documents at the earliest possible date,
preferably in timu for signature of che trQaty during the next meeting of leaders
of State in the first half of 1988. Recognizinq that areas of agreement and
disagreement are recordnd in det,:\!:L in the Joint Draft Treaty Text, they agreed to
instruct their negotiators to accelerate resolution of issues within tht Joint
Oraft Treaty Text including early agreement on pr~visions for effective
ve ri f ica tion.

In !'lO doinC'}, the negotiators should huild upon the agreementa on SO per cent
reductions achieved at Reykjavik as subsequently developed and now reflected in the
agreed portion!> of thp. ~Joint Oraft H'rl\RT Treat.y Text being developed in Geneva,
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including agreement on ceilings of no more than 1,600 strategic offensive delivery
system~, 6,000 warheads, 1,540 warheads on 154 heavy missiles, the agreed rule of
account for heavy bombers and their nuclear armament, and an agreement that, a8 a
result of the reductions, the aggregate throw-weight of the Soviet Union's ICBMs
and SLBMs will be reduced to ~ level approxim&tely 50 per cent below the existing
level, and this level wBl not be exceeded by either aide. Such an agreement will
be recorded in a mutually satisfactory manner.

As priority tasks, they should focus on the following issues.

(a) The additional steps necessary to ensure that the reductions enhance
strategic stability. This will include a ceiling of 4,900 on the aggregate number
of ICBM plus SLBM warheads within the 6,000 total,

(b) The counting rules governing the number of long-range, nuclear-armed
air-launched cruise miasiles (ALCMs) to be attributed to each type of heavy
bomber. The delegations shall define concrete rules in this area,

(c) The counting rules wi~h respect to existing ballistic missiles. The
sides proceed from the assumption that existing types of ballistic missiles are
deployed with the following numbers of warheads. Ih the United States.
PEACEKEEPER (MX) ,10, MINUTEMAN 111.3, MINUTEMAN 11.1, TRIDENT 118, TRIDENT 11.8,
POSElDONI10. In the Soviet Union. 8S-l7,4, SS-lQI6, SS-18.l0, SS-24,lO, SS-25.1,
SS-ll.l, SS-13.1, SS-N-6.1, SS-N-8.1, SS-N-17.1, SS-N-l8.7, SS-N-20.10 and
S~-N-23,4. Procedures will be developed that enable verification of the number of
warheads on deployed b~llistic missiles of each specific type. In the event either
side changes the number of warheads declared for a type of deployed ballistic
missile, the sides shall notify each other in advance. There shall also be
agreement on how to account for warheads on future types of ballistic missiles
covered by the Treaty on the Reduction and Limitation of Strateqic Offensive Arms,

(d)' The sides shall find a mutually acceptabl~ solution to the question of
limiting the deployment of long-ranga, nuclear-armed SLCMs. Such limitations will
not involve counting long-range, nuclear-armed SLCMs within the 6,000 warhead and
1,600 strategic offensive delivery systems limits. The sides committen themselves
to establishing ceilings on such mi8sil~s, and to seek mutually acceptable and
effective methods of verification of such limitations, which could include the
employment of National Technical Means, co-operative measures and on-site
inspection,

(e) Builoing upon the provisions of the Treaty on the Elimination of their
Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range Missiles, the measures by which the provisions
of the Treaty on the Reduction and I,imitation of Strateqic Offensive Arms can be
verified will, at a minimum, includel

(i) Data exchanges, to include declarations by each side of the number and
location of weapon systems limited by the Treaty and of facilities at
which such systems are located and appropriate notifications. These
facilities will include locations and facilities for production and final
~~sembly, storage, testing, and deployment of system~ covered by this
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Treaty. Such declarations will be exchanged hetween the sides before the
Treaty is signed and updated periodically after entry into force,

(ii) baseline inspection to verify the accuracy of thesd declar~tions promptly
after entry into force of the Treaty,

(iil) On-site observation of the elimination of strategic systems necessary to
achieve the agreed li~~t8'

(iv) Continuous on-site monitoring of the perimeter and portals of critical
production and support facilities to confirm the Ol~tput of these
facilities,

(v) Short-notice on-aite lnspeclion ofa

a. Declared locations during the process of reducing to agreed limits,

b. Locations where systems covered by this Treaty remain after
achieving the agreed limits, and

c. Locations where such systems have been located (formerly declared
facilities) ,

(vi) The right to implement, in accordance with agreed-upon procedures,
short-notice inspections at locations where either side considers covert
deployment, production, storage or repair of strat~gic offensive arms
coul~ be occurring,

(vii) Provisions prohibiting the use of concealment or other activities which
impede verification by national technical means. Such prOVisions would
include a ban on telemetry encryption and would allow for full access to
all telemetric information broadcast during missile flight,

(viii) Measures designed to enhance observation of activities related to
red~ction a,n limitation of strategic offensive arms by National
Technical Means. These would include open displayt of treaty-limited
items at mis~ile bases, bomber bases, and SUbmarine ports at locations
and times chosen by the inspecting party.

Taking into account the preparation of the Treaty on strategic offensive arms,
the leaders of the two countries also instructed their delegations in Geneva to
work out an agreement that would commit the sides to observe the ABM Treaty as
signed in 1972, while conducting their research, development, and testing as
required. ~1hich are permitted by the ABM Treaty, and not to withdra~ from the
ABM Treaty, for a specified parted of time. Intensive discussions of strategic
stability shall beqin not later than three years before the end of the specified
period, after which, in the event the Bides have nbt agreed otherwise, each side
will be free to decide its course of action. Such an agreement must have the same
legal status as the Treaty on strategic offensive arms, the ABM Treaty, and other
similar, legally bindinq agreements. This agreement will be recorded in a mutually
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satisfactory manner. Therefore, they 1irect their delegations to address these
issues on a priority basis.

The sides shall discuss ways to ensure predictability in the development of
the United States~Soviet strategic relationship under conditions of strategic
stability, to reduce the risk ot nuclear war.

Other arms control issues

The President and the General Secretary reviewed a broad range of other issues
concerning arms limitation and reduction. The sides emphasized the importance of
productive negotiations on security matters and advancing in the main areas of armg
limitation and reduction through equitable, verifiable agreements that enhance
security and stability.

Nuclear ~e8ting

The two leaders welcomed the opelling, on 9 November 1987, of full-scale,
step-by-step negotiations, in acco~dance with the joint statement adopted at
Washington on 17 September 1987, by the Secretary of State of the United States of
America and the Minister tor Foreign Affairs of the Union of Soviet SocialiAt
Republics,

The United States and Soviet sides have agreed to begin, before
1 December 1987, full-scale staqe-by-stage negotiationR, which will be
conducted in a single forum. In these negotiations, the sides as the first
step will agree upon ~tfectiv~ verification measures, which will make it
possible to ratify the United States-Un~on of Soviet Sociali.t Republics
Threshold Test Ban Treaty of 1974 and Peaceful Nuclear Explosions Treaty of
1976, and proceed to negotiating further intermediate limitations on nuclear
testing leading to the Ultimate objective of the complete c~ssation of nuclear
testirig as part of an effective disarmament process. This process, among
other things, would pursue, as the first priority, the goal of the reduction
of nuclear weapons and, ultimately, their elimination. For the purpose of the
elaboration of improved verification meaoures for the United S~ates-Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics Treaties of 1974 and 1976, the sides intend to
design and conduct joint verification experiments at each other's test sites.
These verification measures will, to the extent appropriate, he used in
further nuclear-test-limitation aqreements, which may subsequently he
reached. The leaders also welcomect the prompt agreement by the sides to
exchange experts' visits to each other's nuclear testing nites in January 198H
and to design and SUbsequently to conduct a Joint Verification F.xperiment at
each other's test site. The terms of referen~e for the F.xperiment are set
forth in the statement issued on 9 December 1987, hy the Poreign Ministers of
th' United States and the Soviet Union. The leaders noted thB value of these
agreements for devp.loping more effective measures to verify compliance with
the provisions of the 1974 Threshold Test Ban Treaty ano the 1976 Peaceful
Nuclear Explosions Treaty.
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Nuclear non-proliferation

The President and the General Secretary reaffirmed the continued commitment of
the United States an~ the Soviet Unioll to the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons
and, in particular, to strengthening the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nucl~~r

Weapons. The two leaders express.ed satisfaction at the adherence since the.lr last
meeting of additional parties to ~hA Treaty, and confirmed their intent to mak~,

together with other States, additional ~fforts to achieve universal adherence to
the Treaty.

The President and the General Secretary expressed support for international
co-operation in nuclear safety and for efforts to promote the peaceful uses of
nuclear energy, under further strengthened IAEA safeguards and appropriate exporL
controls for nuclear materials, equipment and technology. The leaders agreed that
bilateral consultations on non-proliferation were constructive and useful, and
should continue.

Nuclear risk reduction centres

The leaders welcomed the signing on lS September 1987, at Washington, of the
agreement to establish Nuclear Risk Reduction Centres in their capitals. The
agreement will be implemented promptly.

Chemical weapons

The leaders expressed their commitment to nl::~otiation of a verifiable,
comprehensive and effective international convention on the prohibition and
destruction of chemica 1 weapons. They \'elcomed proqress to dat'=! and reaffi rmed thr;,
need for intensified negotiations towards conclusion of a truly global anu
verifiable convention encompassing all chemical weapons-capable States. The United
States and the Soviet Union are in favour of greater openness and intensified
confidence-building with respect to chemical weapons both on a bilateral and a
multilateral ba~ls. They agreed to continue periodic discussions by exrerts on th~

growing problem of the proliferation and use of chemical weapons.

Conventional forces

The President and the General Secretary discussed the importancp. of tile t<li>k
of reriucing the level of military confrontation in Europe in the area of armeJ
forces and conventional armaments. The two leaders spoke in favour of early
completion of the work in Vienna on the mandate for negotiations on this issun, so
that substantive negotiations may be started at the earliest time with ~ view t··
elaborating concrete measures. They also noted that the implementation of tht'
provisions of the Stockholm Conference on Confidence~ and Security-Building
Measures and Disarmament in Europe is an important factor in strengthening mutu.ll
understanding and enhancing stability, and spoke in favour of continuing and
consolidating this process. The President and the General Secretary agreed to
instruct their appropriate representatives to intensify efforts to achieve
solutions to outstanding issues.
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They also discussed the Vienna (Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction)
negotiations.

Pollow-up Meeting of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe

They expressed their determination, together with the other 33 participants in
the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, to bring the Vienna CSCE
Follow-up Conference to a successful conclusion, based on balanced progress in all
principal areas of the Helsinki Final Act and Madrid Concluding Document.

11. HUMAN RIGHTS AND HUMANITARIAN CONCERNS

The leaders held a thorough and candid discussion of human rights and
humanitarian questions and their place in the United States-Soviet di~logue.

Ill. REGIONAL ISSUES

The President and the General Secretary engaged in a wide-ranging, frank and
businesslike discussion of regional questions, inclUding Afghanistan, the Iran-Iraq
war, the Middle East, Cambodia, southern Africa, Central America and other issues.
They acknowledged serious differences but agreed on the importance of their regular
exchange of views. The two leaders noted the increasing importance of settling
regional conflicts to reduce international tensions and to improve East-West
relations. They agreed that the goal of the dialogue between the United States and
the Soviet Union on these issues should be to help the parties to regional
conflicts find peacef~l solutions that advance their independence, freedom and
security. 80th leaders emphasized the importance of enhancing the capacity of the
United Nations and other international institutions to contribute to the resolution
of regional conflicts.

IV. BILATERAL AFFAIRS

The President and the General Secretary reviewed in detail the state of United
States-Soviet bilateral relations. They recognized the utility of further
expanding and strengthening bilateral contacts, exchanges and co-operation.

Bilateral negotiations

Having reviewed the state of ongoing United States-Soviet negotiations on a
numbor of specific bilateral issues, the two leader~ called for intensified efforts
by their representatives, aimed at reaching mutually advantageous agreements on:
commercial maritime issues, fishing, marine search and rescue, radio navigational
systems, the United States-Soviet maritime boundary, and co-operation in the field
of transportation and other areas.
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They noted with satisfaction agreement on the expansion, within the framework
of the United States-Soviet Air Transport Agreement, of direct air pa••enqer
service, including joint operation of the New York-Moscow route by Pan American
Airways and Aeroflot, and on the renewal of the United States-Soviet World Ocean
Agreement.

People-ta-people contacts and exchanges

The two leaders took note of progress in implementing the United Stat••-Soviet
General Exchanges Agreement in the areas of education, science, culture and .port.,
signed at their November 1985 Geneva m~eting, and agreed to continue effort. to
eliminate obstacles to further progress in these areas. They expre.sed
satisfaction with plans to celebrate jointly the thirtieth anniversary at the first
Exchanges Agreement in January 1988.

The two leaders reaffirmed the impo:tance of contacts and exchange. in
broadening understanding between their peoples. They noted with particular
natisfaction the progress made in the development of people-to-people contactl
under the initiative they launched at their 1985 meeting in Geneva - a proce••
which has involved tens of thousands of United States and Soviet citizens over the
past two years. The leaders reaffirmed their strong commitment further to expand
such contacts, including among the young.

Global climate and environmental change initiative

With reference to their November 1985 agreement in Geneva to co-operate in the
preservation of the environment, the two leaders approved a bilateral initiative to
pursue joint stUdies in global climate and environmental change through
co-operation in areas of mutual concern, such as protection and conservation of
stratospheric ozone, and through increased data exchanges pursuant to the United
States-Soviet Environmental Protection Agreement and the Agreement Between the
United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics Concerning
Co-operation in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space for Peaceful Purpol... In
this context, there will be a detailed stUdy on the climate of the future. The two
sides will continue to promote broad international and bilateral co-operation in
the increasingly important area of global climate and environmental change.

Co-operative activities

The President and the General Secretary supported further co-operation among
scientiAts of the United States, the Soviet Union and other countries in utilizing
controlled thermo-nuclear fusion for peaceful purposes. They affirmed the
intention of the United States and the Soviet Union to co-operate with the European
Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM) and Japan, under the auspices of the
International Atomic Energy Agency, in the quadripartite conceptual design of a
fusion test reactor.

The two leaders noted with satisfaction progre~s under the bilateral Agreement
on Peaceflll Uses of Atomic Energy towards establishing a permanent working group in
the field of nuclear reactor safety, and expressed their readiness to develop
further co-operation in this area.
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The President and the General Secretary agreed to develop bilateral
co-operation in comoating international narcotics trafficking. They agreed that
appropriate initial c9nsultations would be held for these purposes in early 1988.

They also agreed to build on recent contacts to develop more effective
co-operation in ensuring the security of air and maritime transportation.

The two leaders exchanged views on means of encouraging expanded contacts and
co-operation on issues relating to the Arctic. They expressed support for the
development of bilateral and regional co-operation among the Arctic countries on
these matters, including co-ordination of scientific research and protection of the
region's environment.

The two leaders welcomed the conclusion of negotiations to institutLonalize
the COSPAS/SARSAT space-based global search and rescue system, operated jointly by
the United States, the Soviet Union, France and Canada.

The two sides stated their strong support for the expansion of mutually
beneficial trade and economic relations. They instructed their trade ministers to
convene the United States-Soviet Joint Commercial Commission in order to develop
concrete proposals to achieve that objective, including within the framework of the
Long-Term Agreement between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics to Facilitate Economic, Industrial and Technical Co-operation.
They agreed that commercially viable joint ventures complying with the laws and
regulations of both countries could play a role in the further development of
commercial relations.

Diplomatic missions

Both sides agreed on the importance of adequate. secure facilities for their
respective diplomatic and consular establishments, and emphasized the need to
approach problems relating to the functioning of embassies and consulates general
constructively and on the basis of reciprocity.

v. FURTHER MEETINGS

The President and the General Secretary agreed that official contacts at all
levels should be further expanded and intensified, with the goal of a~~ieving

practical and concrete results in all areas of the United States-Sovi,·~

.celationship.

General Secretary Gorbachev renewed the invitation that he extended during the
Geneva summit for President Reagan to visit the Soviet Union. The President
accepted with pleasure. The visit will take place in the first half of 1988.


